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The title of this dissertation is " A phonology of Biinguian and a 
prooosed orthomaphv." This language is spoken in the Babessi subdivision, 
Ngoke-tunjia Division of the Northwest province of the Republic of Cameroon. 
The introductory chapter serves as an introduction into the entire work. It 
is divided into seven sections: The first section spells out the aim of the study 
while section two contains the motivation behind the choice of the topic. 
Section three dwells on the scope of the work followed by section four which 
locates Biirjgulatj geographically, presents brief historical background of the 
people, the language and linguistic classification. Section five points out some 
literature review and in section six; we discuss the methodology used in 
analysing the data that is, the theoretical framework, data collection and 
interpretation. The last section of this chapter presents the plan of work. 
1.1 Aim of study 
The aim of this work is to describe the phonology and propose a writing 
system for the BBggulag language. We have chosen to start with this 
descriptive study to create awareness in the mind of the Biirjgularj people that 
their language can be written like any other language like English and French. 
Further more, we believe that it will necessarily serve as a foundation for any 
other research to be carried out on the language. 
1.2 Motivation 
It is but apt for us to explain why we have decided to carry out this 
research. Considering the fact that existing knowledge in any field of linguistic 
can only be augmented through some research study, it is our primary goal to 
add something to what already exists in the field of linguistic in its search for 
language universals. In a narrower dimension we like SIL and NACALCO, 
deeply wish to have the B'arJgulaq language written. Since phonological 
analysis is a precondition for any language to be written. we thought it would be 
necessary to start with it. The urge to have the language written is reinforced by 
the recent drive toward the introduction of national language into the school 
system and the necessity for the native speakers to be literate in their own 
language. This reflection can be found in the three different official texts about 
the usage of the national language in the educational system of Cameroon after 
the General Forum on Education 1995, the constitution of 1996 and the law on 
the orientation of education in Cameroon of 1998. The National Assembly later 
concretised this reflection in 1998 with the law authorising the usaze of 
Cameroonian languages in our educational milieu alongside English and French 
1.3 Scope of work 
. This level of study in any language is a pre-condition to its orthographic 
system. Orthographic system means sounds or symbols or, the manner in which 
sounds should be combined or the set of rules that permit the combination of 
graphic symbols (the alphabet) into words, phrases and sentences. This leads to 
the writing system and rules for reading the language. 
A phonological analysis is thus the most elementary description required 
by any unwritten language because it is only after this that it's grammar and 
writing system can be established, standardised and more over provide the basis 
for further studies on the language. It is in view of the fact that we regard a 
phonological analysis of a language as being a necessary preliminary level of 
study that we have adopted the structural approach to phonological analysis in 
this study. Structuralists such as Pike (1947) as stated in Ayafor (2002), 
considered phonology as necessary in any language. They are advocates of the 
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methodology of providing contrast in identical environment and /or in the 
analogous contexts of sounds in order to establish the phonemes and allophones. 
Phonemes on the one hand are basic sound unit which morpheme words 
and sentences are composed of while allophones on the other hand are sounds, 
which are the phonetic variants of a given phoneme. We will therefore establish 
the pertinent consonants. vowels and tones that do exist in Ea ggulaq. These 
preliminary descriptions of the structure of the language will help us to establish 
an alphabet and orthographic principles. 
1.4 Geographical location of Ea ggulag 
FSaqgulaq is found in Babessi subdivision located near the eastern 
border of the Ngoketunjia Division of the Northwest province of Cameroon. 
ETaqgulaq is made up of eleven quarters with each under the leadership of a 
quarter head. The people are mainly involved in the cultivation of maize. rice 
and groundnut. The following neighbouring villages surround Bangolan: 
Babessi village in the north, Bamunka in the west, Bambalang in the south and 
Banso in the east. 








1.4.1 Brief Historical Background 
The people of BBrJgularJ are said to have originated from Nduru in the 
Adamawa land, Banketn of the Republic of Cameroon. Confirmed oral sources 
state that they migrated southward and settled in Bamoum in a place today 
called Bangourain in the western province. When their leader called 
Chatmufornduru died, the Bamoum people together with the Fulani arrow 
fighters also known as Pantsot (red lips) invaded and drove them away. The 
B5ggulag people then escaped under the leadership of Fon Chatfah Ngomba to 
Banso land in a place today known as Kat Ngornba named after the death-of 
Chatfah Ngomba. Because of cold, their Fon died alongside many others. 
They then migrated to Forgie in Oku under another Fon called Mbipefah 
who later moved from Oku to Babungo and settled in a quarter called 
Ngonfonteh. When Mbipefah died in Babungo, Chatfah Nyanka succeeded him 
and led the Bangolan people to the present site on the 1 lth of February 191 1. 
They settled in a quarter called Fiyeli where Nyanka ruled till loth June 
1949.His successor Mbipefali Pichaka ruled till 1982.He died and was 
succeeded by the present fon: Chatfah Mbunka Isaach the eleventh (1 1"') 
1.4.2 Language 
The name "ggb&rJIE" and "s5gn5 ggb&gk" are the native appellations 
that the B5ggulag people refer to themselves and language respectively. 
Mand5gkyE (I am saying that.. .) is another name that is more technical that 
they would use for their language. From the different interviews we conducted 
in and out of the village, the native speakers prefer the name B5ggulag to be 
used for the language and the village. To them, BBggulag is commonly known 





since we are proposing a writing system for the language and the form ” 
Bgggulag” reflects the real pronunciation. 
B5rJgulaq language is spoken in Ngoketunjia Division near the eastern 
border precisely in Babessi subdivision (see fig I1 on page 7 showing the 
B5rJgulag language amongst its neighbouring languages in Ngoketunjia 
Division.) According to SIL source quoted in Margaret A. Gtaffin (1994), the 
population of Bkjgulag was 6.300 following the 1987 ccnsus. If we multiply 
the 1987 population times a typical 2.9 % yearly increase, you might guess that 
the population in 2003 is likely to be around 10,000. The fact that the village 
now counts 1 1  quarters compared to 9 in 1994 also makes one believe that it 
must have gone higher 
1.4.3 Linguistic Classification 
Bangolan is classified as shu pamam (901) in ALCAM (Dieu and 
Renaud 1983: 121) along with Bamoum, Bapi, Bamali, Bafanji and Bambalang. 
It is further classified in the Ethnologue (Grimes 1992: 183) as Niger-Congo, 
Atlantic-Congo, Volta-Congo, Bantoid, Southern, Broad Bantu, Wide 
Grassfield, Mbam Nkam, Nun. 
BZggularJ has no dialect. Therefore, there are no differences in the 
pronunciation (place it is spoken). The language is thus homogenous. This 
language is classified linguistically as shown below. ALCAM 1983 adaptation. 
Phylum Niger-Kordofanian 








Group Nun (Noun) 
Language Bafanji, Bamukumbit, BQgulag Bambalang, 
f 
Bamali, etc. ... . . 
.... 











1.5 Review of literature 
We found just three linguistic works that mentioned something on 
BQgulaq. These are Ethnologue by Barbara F. Grimes (1992), A 
diaclectometrical study of the languages in Ndop plain by Nashipu (1989) and 
A Rapid Appraisal Survey of Bilggulaq by Margaret A. Graffin (1994). Grimes 
(1994) in Ethnologue, presents just information about the geographical and 
linguistic location of Biiqgulaq. 
Nashipu (1994) points out fascinating facts about the nature and 
relationship amongst the different languages in the Ndop plain. To this author, 
these languages belong to three groups, the Nun, the Ring and the undetermined 
group in which the Balikumbat language belongs. Like Grimes (1992), he 
classified BQgulaq as a language on its own and not a dialect of another 
language. Grafin (1994) presents the socio linguistic survey of Bangolan in 
relation to other languages, its geographical, socio-economic situation and its 
speakers. 
The above linguistic works showed that they are mainly concerned with 
the classification of B2ggulag. There is none that has done a descriptive work 
on the language. 
Another book do exists about the Bjggulaq known as Bangolan 
Yesterday and Today (Ndiwane 2000). He recounts the history of Bgqgulaq 
people and their successive rulers. He also examines and presents some cultural 
and socio-economic factors of the Biiggulag people. His views as to where the 
Biiqgulag people originated contradicts that of some prominent figures like Rev 
Ndiloseh Isaiah and Aladji Chifornditwi that we contacted. To them, the 
Bsggulaq man originated from Adamawa land, North of the Republic of 
Cameroon from a place called 'Nduru' and not from present Bamunka as stated 
by Ndiwane in his book. 
1.6 Methodology 
llcrc wc will focus on two things, the theoretical framework within 
which the analysis is done, and the practical methodology that consist in the 
collection of the data, its analysis and its interpretation. 
1.6.1. Theoretical framework 
The focus in this work will be on the sound system of the Bc5rJgulag 
language. We will analyse words in minimal pairs in order to bring out pertinent 
sounds in this language. Pitch phonemes as well as possible combination of 
sounds in to larger units will be taken into consideration. The theoretical 
framework known as the structural approach to phonological analysis has a 
good number of proponents postulated by the fathers of modern linguistics 
Ferdinand de Sausure and also Troubetzkoy. Some parts of the structuralist 
principles we will use can be found in Martinet (1970) and others. These 
principles consist in working from a phonetic inventory to a phonic chart, to the 
establishment of suspicious pairs, to the establishment of minimal pairs to the 
contextual analysis of sounds. These procedures are also well elaborated in 
Essono (1998:90-91). This exercise will permit us to know which sounds in 
B5rjgulaq are phonemes and which are allophones. The tones and the syllabic 
structure are analysed using the generative approach. 
1.6.2 Data Collection, Interpretation and Analysis. 
We used a data of 1800 words for the present analysis. This data was 
collected using the SIL comparative African word list. The data was collected 
on the field between the period of October 2000 to October 2002 from a main 
informant and secondary informants. This data was first collected to fulfil the 
task of the BASAL project, which I worked as a pioneer volunteer. This project 
is the conception of NACALCO centre for applied linguistic. It is responsible 
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for the basic standardisation of all unwritten African languages. The roles of the 
secondary informants mentioned above were for the verification of the data 
collected. We classified this data from the word list into nouns, verbs, adjectives 
and various syllable groups. This classification was to easily deduce sounds in 
minimal pairs. An inventory of all the sounds was then elaborated in Bjggulaq 
and we proceeded with the procedure of structural phonological analysis. 
1.7 Plan of work 
This work is made up of six chapters that is an introductory chapter with 
five main chapters. Chapter one introduces the work by giving the aim of the 
study, the motivation of the choice of topic, the scope of the study, the location 
of Bjggulag, the review of literature, and the methodology used. The second 
chapter discusses the B5ggulag consonants sounds. Chapter three focuses on 
the BSggulag vowel sounds. Chapter four dwells on the tones of the language 
establishing toneines and examining the tonal processes. The fifth chapter 
examines the syllabic structure of Bsggulag. The last chapter presents the 




2.0 Introduction : 
This chapter identifies and classifies the consonant sounds of the 
Biiggulag Language. The minimal pair and contrast in near minimal context 
approaches elaborated in Essono (1998) will be used to establish the distinctive 
sounds in the language. In the case where the sounds fail to be distinguished as 
being independent phonemes, the environment of occurrence or distribution in 
words in which they occur will be used to establish them as being allophones of 
one phoneme or as being separate phonemes. 
2.1 Inventory of phonetic consonant sounds. 
Below is the phonic chart of all consonants attested in the 
BiiggularJ language. These consonants are displayed on the chart 
according to their place and manner of articulation. The sounds will be 
analysed following their degree of suspiciousness. That is only those 
sounds that exhibit some phonetic similarities of one sort or another 
will be analysed together. This is because the closer the sounds are 
phonetically, the more likely it might be that they are allophones of the 
same phoneme and the further apart sounds are phonetically, the more 
likely it is that they are separate phonemes. We will limit ourselves to 
those sounds that are phonetically close and then use phonological 
analysis to determine their real relationship. 
12 
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Our initial examination of the data collected produced the "simple 
consonant sounds" listed below. The expression "simple consonant sounds" is 
used to contrast sounds such as [p, t, k etc.] from their modified counterparts as 
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[pw, tw, kw etc..] and complex sounds such as [mb, nd, gg etc ...I The 
following pure consonants were identified. 
Purc consonants [p, t, k ,  7, m, n, f, v, s, z, h, I ,  r, j , j ,  0, y, 1, 3 ] 
A closer examination of the data showed that some consonant sounds are 
modified via labialisation, palatalisation and aspiration. These modified 
consonants are listed below. 
Labialised consonants [pw, mbw, mw, fw, vw, tw, ndw, Iw, tjw, 
sw, 3w, Jlw, kw, ggw, P I  
Palatalized consonants [pj, mbj, mj, f j ,  tj, ndj, Ij, kj, ggj J 
Aspirated Consonants [th] 
In addition to these, we do found another set O F  consonants, which we 
term for now complex sounds. Their complexity is because they could be 
interpreted as single sounds units or as cluster of two consonants. This set 
include the following [ndz, mb, nd, mf, mv, nt, ntJ, qg, qk,'ndz, nts, mkp, 
mgbl 
Before we proceed to anaiyse the phonemic status of the Bgqgulaq 
consonants, i t  is necessary to first establish the phonetic status of the 
modified consonants and complex consonants. That is, we first of all 
want to determine whether the modified consonants and complex 
consonants constitute single sounds or clusters of two consonants. We 
think that this exercise is necessary before embarking on the phonemic 
analysis because the exercise will determine whether the modified and 
complex consonants should be part of the phonemic analysis or not. 
Without this, one may double or even treble the number of consonant 
phonemes. This same analysis is found in Haynes (1984) for Yemba. 
: 2.2 Modificd and Complex Consonant Sounds 2.2.1 Modified consonants 
Usually, doing sound analysis in linguistic studies, we face some 
ambiguities that pose serious interpretation problems. These 
ambiguities and their attendant interpretation problems can better be 
analysed on the basis of the internal organisation and structure of the 
language under study. Some of these problems that we have, include 
sounds that could be treated either as single units or as a sequence of 
units. In the following lines we are going to clarify these problems as 
far as B5rjgulaq language is concerned. 
Labialised and Palatalised sounds 
We will present data that comprise these features and posit 
conclusions in relation to the assumptions of generative phonology. 
Labialised consonant sounds 
This feature occurs mostly before back high vowels in African 
languages. In the B5rjgulaq language, it occurs before back high and 
front vowels. Consider the following examples: 
pw6 "breast" 








From the above examples, what we want to know is whether these 
labialised segments are of a [C] or [Cw] structure. If they are [C] then 
there is labialisation. If  [Cw] then it  is a consonant clusters. 
What generally leads people to conclude that in words like twi, [t] 
is labialised is that there are no ordinary [CC] clusters elsewhere in the 
language (Ngangandu (2001). This argument is weak when applied to 
Bjggulaq. Notice that if we assume that the 1 in twi  is labialised for 
example, and then there must be a uniform phonetic environment 
influencing labialisation; for example, when a segment like p is 
followed by [+round], i t  can be labialised. 
However, the phonetic environment influencing the so-called 
labialisation in the language is not uniform. Consider the following 
examples. 
1. Labialised Consonants followed by [+round] vowels: 
V W 3  "stomach" 
kwu "touch" 





In the example in (19; the labialised consonants are followed by 
[+round] vowels. The phonetic environment is one that can influence 
labialisation. This is however not the case with the examples in (2). It 
will therefore not be correct to say that in Bgggulag, all cases of [Cw] 
are derived from labialisation. We certainly need a different account for 
the [Cw] cases noticed in the examples in (2). 
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Also, we have cases in the language where labialised sounds 
contrast with their unlabialised counterparts. Consider the data below: 
3 a) kwCt " II cap" kEt "arrvw" 
b) iidwCt "beard" iidi.t "1 ick" 
c) Iw6 "weed" 16 "say" 
d) j k w j t  "rope" j k g t  "bush" 
e) mbwk "money" mb6 "nail" 
These examples make us question why for example segments like 
"heap" and lw6 "weed" and k and 1 should be labialised in kwi t  
unlabialised in k i t  "arrow" and 16 "say" respectively. And more striking 
- E and are not the type of vowels that can influence labialisation. It  is 
better therefore to conclude that in kwi t  and 1 ~ 6 ,  we have an initial CC 
clusters. Although the language does not accept clusters, it can permit 
cluster of a certain type: C + G .  This is a common phenomenon in 
language where the existence of such clusters are opposed to others is 
accounted for by the sonority hierarchy. Where the glide comes from is 
another problem. But Generative phonology argues that the glide is 
from an underlying ICVVI structure. This is supported by the 
occurrence sometimes of contour tones in the language. 
We will therefore generalise that where there is C", we have two 
consonants: C followed by E. For example in 3(a) above for the word 
Inuit, we have k and E. In the sound system, we have k and W separate 
sounds but not kw 
Palatalised Consonant Sounds 
Consider the data below 
4. a) tjkg "plan" 
b) kpiiljfig "plank" 
c) tj6 "market" 
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d) qkji "water" 
e) K ( P ~ %  "guide" 
f, pji "kola nut" 
g) ndj?q "granary" 
We know that palatalisation generally occurs before front high 
vowels. In this language, we have palatalisation occurring even before 
front low and central vowels. Extending the argument we raised against 
labialisation, we will also conclude that in the examples in 4 above, we 
have an initial CC cluster. Although the language does not permit 
cluster, it can accept cluster of a certain type C + G .  The existence of 
glide, generative phonology argues, is from CVV underlying. For 
examples 
5. a)  ti@ -+ tj5g " p I an" 
b) kpalikg---, kpklj5g " p 1 an k" 
c) ti6 + tj6 "market" 
d) pii --+ pji "kolanut" 
Therefore, where there IS Cj, we have two consonants Cfollowed 
by i. For example, the word tjkg in 4(a) above, we have tfollowed by j, 
In our sound system, we will have t and i but not tj 
Aspirated sounds 
These are sounds produced with a puff of air, which is always 
represented or reflected in the pharyngeal fricative [h] 
Consider the following data. 
6.  a) thti "head" 
b) 16qthti "pity" 
c) pii7thfi "headache" 
d) ndhth~ipii? 
e) m5thti "to send" 
'I to i 1 et " 
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Aspirated sounds in Eaqgulaq occupy, only a specific position in 
the word. From the data in 6 above, we have the aspirated consonant 
[th] occurring only before syllable final [u] vowel while [t] which is 
unaspirated, occupies initial, medial and final position of words in the 
language. 
Examples 
7 .  a) f&k$at "shoe" 
b) qafa "divide" 
c) n b ?  "palace" 
d) KE t " spear" 
c) ti 'I  run" 
We therefore conclude from the above data that the aspirated 
sound [th] will not be considered as a phoneme. This is because it is a 
modified sound and is not underlying. It will not be part of our 
phonemic analysis. 
2.2.2 Complex Consonant Sounds 
Prenasalisation 
During speech production in most African, it happens that a nasal 
is emitted alongside an oral sound. As far as such sounds are 
concerned, i t  is necessary to determine whether they are single 
(prenasals) or separate units (consonant clusters). Most often, where 
sound sequences are considered as single sound unit, the preceding 
nasal is usually non-syllabic that is, it does not bear a tone and vice 
versa. 
Consider the data below 
8 a)'m6at winds I' 
b) 'n f3 "intestine" 
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c ) i  gJ? ''stone" 
d ) j  ndo "road" 
e) YLI inti? "lazy" 
f )  m u q @ ? ~  "grinding stone" 
h ) b k a t  "forest" 
The sequence mb, nt, qk, and nd seen in 8 above can either be 
interpreted as single or separate units in Kaggulaq. 
In the case of a nasal and oral consonant sequence at noun-initial 
position, the homorganic nasal is interpreted as a syllabic nasal. This is 
because the nasal bears a tone and function as a syllable nucleus and 
there is a perceptible phonetic break between the nasal segment and the 
oral consonant during emission. Consequently at the initial position of 
nouns with a nasal and an oral consonant sequence, the nasal and 
consonant will be interpreted as a case of a consonant cluster, that is, a 
sequence of two consonants. In the above example, the nasal sequence 
is also interpreted as the noun class prefix which is a common 
phenomenon in most Grassfield Bantu languages, Tadadjeu (1980: 166) 
In the case of nasal and oral consonant preceded by a vowel in 
word medial positions as seen"in the words kiimbj and rnkgg37 in 8 e 
and f above, the homorganic nasal in Kaggulaq looses its syllabicity and 
the phonetic break (during emission of the sounds) between the nasal 
and the oral consonant is no longer perceptible. This sequence will be 
interpreted as a single unit. Also, since Kaqgulaq does not allow 
consonant cluster in word medial position, this case is best interpreted 
as a case of prenasalisation (NC) that is, a single unit 
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To summarise the discussion so far, we have argued that instances 
of a consonant followed by a glide w or j are to be interpreted as 
sequences of two separate consonants. In the case of a nasal followed 
by an oral stop in the initial position of words, we also have two 
separate consonants. Where this sequence occurs in word medial 
position, we have a prenasalised consonant. Having established the 
phonetic status of these so-called complex sequences, we are now in the 
position to continue with the phonological analysis. 
2.3. Phonological Analysis of Consonants 
In this section, we shall proceed to determine consonant 
phonemes by contrasting sounds in minimal pairs of words. These are 
pairs of words that are almost similar and in which the only difference 
is at the sound being opposed. Nevertheless, if some suspicious pairs 
cannot stand on the identical context (1.C) we shall examine them 
looking at their context of appearance. This will enable us see whether 
it is the context or not that renders these sounds different. We will first 
present an inventory of the suspicious pairs of these sounds that will 
suit this discussion. 
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2.3.2 Identification of Phonemes through their contrast in Minimal pairs 
The consonant l p l  
It is attested as a phoneme through the following contrasts. 
P'f [Po I "hut" [fo I "eight" 
[P'e IJ1 "canoe" [fwl "ox" 
Pim [Pj I "hands" [mj  1 "things" 
[pu Sag] "stars" [ miL Sa IJ] "star" 
plmb [pape] "cornfufu (buddles)" [pa mEe] "nails I' 
[papwe] "breasts " [pa mbwe ] "monies " 
This contrast in minimal pair establishes the status of p as a phoneme 
This contrast is further confirmed by the following contrasts 
Plk [PU tl "dust" [Ku t] "tie (v)" 
[pw'a fa ] "wrap up" [kw'a fa ] "cackle (v )" 
The phoneme /p/ is a voiceless, bilabial, oral stop. 
The consonant Imbl 
It is attested as a phoneme through the following contrast 
mbip seen in plmb 
mbim [pamt i ]  "yards I '  [Pam 1 "necks I '  
The phoneme imbl is a bilabial prenasal. 
The consonant Iml 
It acquires its phonemic status through the following contrasts. 
m/P seen in p/m 
m/b seen in blm 
m/mb seen in mbim 
m/n [nil n b ]  "hope" [d IJfa 1 "marsh" 
[ma I "me" [n-al "garden" 
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[mj l  "one" [?I31 
The phoneme Iml is a bilabial nasal 
I 1  person" 
The consonant If1 
It is established as a phoneme through the following contrasts 
flv [fhl "medicine" [ V ~ I  "ashes " 
[fwiit] "feather" [vwiit] "circumcision" 
flm [fil "thatch" [mil "neck" 
This contrast in minimal pair establishes the status of f  as a phoneme in 
the language. This status is further confirmed by the following 
contrasts. 
f1.f [fig1 "wound" [Shl  "needle" 
The phoneme f is a voiceless, labio-dental fricative 
The consonant / V I  
It is proven as a phoneme through the following contrast 
vlf seen in flv 
[vet] "oil" [fGt] "chew corn" 
The phoneme /vi is a voiced, labio-dental fricative. 





It acquires its pertinence through the following contrasts 
[hti] "place of the dead" [hdi] "smoke" 
[htkJ] "umbilical cord" [hdjg] "cup" 
[Sfil "fish" [tfil "head" 
[sfi?Il "steer" [Mil "dig up" 
[ t j l  "come" [ts&] "chew" 
[tj?] "mortar" [tsj?] "borrow" 
[til "run" [tsil "blood" 
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[twk J "spit" [tSwkJ "arrive" 
These contrasts confirmed f as a phoneme in the language. This status 
is further confirmed by the following contrast. 
tik W I  "send" [khl "die" 
[t%I "hole" [k%l "rust" 
The phoneme It1 is a voiceless, alveolar, stop. 
The consonant Id l  
Its phonemic status is acquired through the following contrast. 
dt seen in t/d 
The phoneme /dl is a voiced, alveolar stop. 
The consonant lndl 
Its phonemic status is seen through the following contrast. 
ndin [m5ndk] "to do" [mtina] "animal" 
nd/l [p&nd3g] "horses" [ P m J l  "chair" 
The phoneme/nd/ is an alveolar prenasal. 
The consonant In1 
It is attested as phoneme through the following contrasts 
nlm seen in m/n 
n/nd seen in ndln 
n/$ [nil "with" /JI~] "nail" 
n/l [ n ~ l l ~ ]  "suck" [Ilig] "smell" 
[n5?15] "difficult" [l3?n5] "snore" 
The phoneme In/ is an alveolar nasal. 
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The Consonant Is1 
It is attested as a phoneme through the following contrasts; 
slt seen in tls 
SIZ [sa91 "corn" [z%1 "illness" 
[&?I "announce" [ZC?] "learn" 
sits [sjt] "hole" [tsjt] "mouth" 
[sa?] "comb" [tsd?] "cap" 
S/S [sisi] "dragonfly" LriSil "black " 
The phoneme is1 is a voiceless, alveolar, fricative 
The consonant Iz l  
It gains its status as a phoneme through the following contrasts 
Zf s seen in s/z 
zJ3 [ Z i l  "face" r3fl "know" 
The phoneme /z/ is a voiced, alveolar, fricative. 
The consonantltsl 
It gains its status as a phoneme through the following contrasts 
tslt seen in tits 
tsls seen in s i t s  
tsltJ [tsi] "urine" [tSi 1 "blood" 
t s l d z  [ i i ts?I?]  "borrow" [hdz?Il] "heart" 
The phoneme Its1 is a voiceless, alveolar, fricative. 
The consonant Ill 
Its status as a phoneme is established through the following 
contrasts 
lln seen in nil 
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Ilnd seen in ndll 
Ilt [E?] "fish trap" [tk?] "snail" 
[I&] "marriage" [tk] "hole" 
The phoneme I11 is an alveolar lateral. 
The consonant Is/ 
It is attested as a phoneme through the following contrasts. 
S/S seen in s1J 
si3 n6ni] "argue" [3kn5 J "has i ta t e" 
[Swil "thread" [3Wil "nose" 
s t s  nisi1 "black" [tJitJi] "dumb" 
The phoneme /J/ is a voiceless, pre palatal, fricative 
The consonant 131 
3fz seen in zl3 
34 seen in 113 
3 4  M I  "know" [@I "blood" 
The phonemeI31 is a voice, pre palatal fricative. 
The consonant tJ 
It is attested as a phoneme through the following contrast. 
tJ/ts seen in tsl tJ 
tJ I 3 seen in 3/tJ 
The phoneme / tJ1 is a voicless,post-alveolar affricate. 
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The consonant f j f  
It is attested as a phoneme through the following contrasts 
jlw fiilt] "hold" [wht] "them (their)" 
Yp ti il "call" h i t1  "have" 
The phoneme Ijl is a palatal glide. 
The consonant IF/ 
dj seen in jlp 
dn seen in nip 
miJl [mk?t5] "permit" (JIk?t5] "trip" 
d!l bhr~r5 ]  "weaver" [GlrJr51 "crawl" 
The consonant fJt' ia a palatal nasal. 
The consonant lkl 
It is attested as o phoneme through the following contrasts. 
kfkp [kkt] "forest" [kPktl "pain" 
k/Y [BlJI "pestle" [Y3Il "spear" 
[k%t5] "scratch" [yht5] "divide 
[kii?Ll] "cocoyam" [kiikLl] "pimples" 
k/g [ikYil "water" [igyi]  "voice" 
These contrasts confirm [k] as a phoneme in the language. This status is 
further confirmed by the following contrasts 
k/P seen in plk 
klt seen in tlk 























The consonant Igl 
Its phonemic status is proven through the following contrasts 
g/k seen in k/g 
g k b  IiEhtl "gun" [igbhtl "tattoo" 
The phoneme Ig l  is a voiced, velar stop. 
The consonant Iggl 
Its status as a phoneme is seen through the following contrast. 
x/Ll [fig51 "palaver [!I51 "spider" 
[ jg3?5] "grind (v)" [rJ3?5] "wink" 
The phoneme l g g l  is a voiced, prenasalissed velar stop. 
The consonant / g /  
It is proven as a phoneme through the following contrasts. 
!llm seen in mlg 
d n  seen in nlg 
dJ1 seen i n d g  
drJg seen in gglg 
This is further confirmed in the following contrasts 
?l/k [CIA1 "spider" WI "krab" 
?I/Y [?I31 "person" Em "bone" 
The phoneme / g /  is a velar nasal. 
The consonant l y l  
It is attested as a phoneme through the following contrasts 
IlJk seen in kly 
Y/?I seen in g1y 
The phoneme Iy l  is a voiced, velar, fricative. 
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The consonant /?I 
Its phonemic status is proven through the following contrasts 
?lh [EX] "Working" [fkhg] "twins" 
[m3?3'] "something" [m5h5] "fire" 
The phoneme /?/ is a voiceless, glottal, fricative. 
The consonant Ihf 
Its phonemic status is established through the following contrast 
hf? seen in ?fh 
The phoneme /?/ is a voiceless, glottal, fricative. 
The consonant Ikpl 
It is attested as a phoneme through the following contrasts 
kp/k seen in k/kp 
[mkpiit] "slave" [jgbLt] "tattoo" 
[kpkhk] "limp" [gbkhk] "(be) hot" 
kplw [kP5tI "paint" [wat] "them" 
The phoneme lkpi is voiceless, labio-velar stop. 
The consonant lgbl 
Its status as a phoneme is proven through the following contrasts 
seen in kp/gb 
seen in g/gb 
gb/w [gbkl "wife" [w6] "go" 
The phoneme /gb/ is a voiced, iabio-veiar stop. 
The consonant Iw1 
It is attested as a phoneme in the following contrasts 
w/j seen in j lw 
wlgb seen in gblw 
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wlkp seen in kplw 
The phoneme lwl is a labio-velar glide. 
2.3.3 Consonants in Complementary Distribution. 
We will examine the environment of occurrence or distribution in 
word of two closely related consonants occurring in naturally exclusive 
contexts and establish them as allophones of the same phoneme. 
The pair (p,b): Consider the data below. 
[PI P I  
[pi le1 "ground nut" rm lja t] "wind" 
[Ps If, g1 "beautiful" r m h  I "liver" 
[Po 1 "hut" rm w "palmnut" 
[P& Ill "conoe" r m w  "egg" 
[Pj 1 "hands" r1n b 3 "hand" 
In the data above, [p] occurs word initial and medially while [b] 
is restricted to occurring after nasal consonant. We can claim that when 
the nasal is added to mark noun class, the [p] assimilates the voice 
feature of the nasal to [b]. Therefore, [p] and [b] are allophones of the 
same phoneme. Hyman (1972: 52,62) refers to this as a Voicing rule 
shown in rule 1 below 
[p] I # - ,v-v 
[bl / N __ 
The pair (z,dz) 
[ZI 
Ifall1 "illness" 
[i. 1 "debts" 
ldzl 
rn& I "dream" 
r n a q  "heart" 
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[mirzrir~] "star" [ i idzh~] "bell" 
[z3r~n5] "learn" [adz&] "axe" 
The above data show that [z] occurs at word initial and medial 
position between vowels while [dz] is restricted to occurring after a 
nasal consonant as shown in rule 2 below 
Rule 2 
This rule above shows that the phoneme Izl is realised as Izl at 
initial position (between vowels) of words and as [dz] after an alveolar 
nasal. 
The pair (3, d3). Consider the data below: 
[31 [d31 
E l  "know" [ hd$] "hunger] 
[3i?t5] "wisdom" [hd3il~l "nakeness" 
[m532na'] "to hasitate" [hd3i?11 "darkness" 
[ w 53wi] "lion" 
The above data, shows that [3] occurs at word initial and medial 
position of words while [d3] is limited to occurring after a nasal as 
captured by the rule in 3 below. 
Rule 3 
Rule 3 states that the phoneme 131 is realised as [3] at initial and 
medial position (between vowels) of words and [d3] after an alveolar 
nasal. 
, 
The pair (r,i) 
These consonants are in free variation in the Biiggulag language. 
Consider the data below. 
[tug131 [tfigr3] "ear" 
[mbwili]  [mbwiri]  "pus" 
[ gwi?l3] OR [gwi?r3] "book" 
[yil3] [y&r3] "arm pit " 
The data above shows that [ I ]  and [r] vary freely at word medial, 
syllable initial 
At the initial position, [I]  and [r] are in complementary 
distribution. Only [l] is attested in this position. See data below 
[ h l  [rag1 
NOT [r%I 
[l??] [r??] 
The distributions of these allophones are as follows; 
Initial Medial Final 
- 1 + + 
r - + 
We conclude from the analysis above that [I] and [r] are allophones of 
the same phoneme / I / .  
- 
2.3.4 Consonant Alternation 
In Biiqgulag as in other Bantu Grassfield languages, we noticed 
some interesting phonetic alternation between consonants in word roots 
that have syllabic nasal prefix and similar word roots without such 
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prefix. For example, consonant phones [d,g] occur after nasal consonant 
phones (usually nasal prefixes) while alternate consonant phones [I ,  y] 
occur in other positions. 
Examples 
[hdil] "husband" 
[m% rjgwj?] "I grind" 
When the nasal is absent, the onset consonant in the above lexical roots 
of the word for "husband" and "grind" are replaced by [I, y] 
respectively as seen below 
Wil "husband" 
[a Y 3 1  "he grinds" 
The above analysis, as seen in Bird's analysis for Yemba [Bird 
1999:6,7] is captured by the following rules below. 
1) Delateralisation rule 
Ill [d] I N- 
[hdti] "husband" [IhI "husbands" 
2) Intrusive stop formation 
101 - C I N - C  Y - - - + g W / N -  
[ii y5?] "he grinds" [m% jgw5?] "I grind" 
Both the delateralisation rule and the intrusive formation rule 
involve the spreading of the feature [-continuant] from the preceding 
nasal. 
Further investigations are yet to be made on the phonological 
principles that underlie these consonant alternations. 
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2.4 Phonemic Inventory 
From our analysis, we came out with twenty-eight consonant 
sounds as distinct phoneme in B5ggulag. 
/P, m, mb, f, v, t, d, n, nd, ts, s, z, LJ, 3, tJ, j ,  k, g, K, 9, 13, gg, ?, h, kp, 
gb, wl 
2.5 Definition and Classification of Phoneme 
2.5.1 Definition of phonemic consonants 
Focus here is precisely on what distinguished a phoneme 
from the other phonemes. We consider the place of articulation, the 
manner of articulation and the voicing. The phonemes are defined as 
seen below: 
/p/ - voiceless bilabial stop 
/mb/ - bilabial prenasalised stop 
Id/ - voiced alveolar stop 
/nd/ - alveolar prenasalised stop 
/t/ - voiceless alveolar stop 
/k/ - voiceless velar stop 
/g/ - voiced velar stop 
/?/ - glottal voiceless stop 
/f/ - voiceless labio-dental fricative 
/v/ - voiced labio-dental fricative 
/J/ - voiceless pre-palatal fricative 
/3/  - voiced pre-palatal fricative 
/SI - voiceless alveolar stop 
/z/ - voiced alveolar fricative 
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/ts/ - voiceless alveolar affricate 
/tj/ - voiceless pre-palatal affricate 
/y/ - voiced velar fricative 
/h/ - voiceless glottal fricative 
/kp/ - voiceless labio-velar stop 
/gb/ - voiced labio-velar stop 
/m/ - bilabial nasal stop 
/n/ - alveolar nasal stop 
/ g /  - velar nasal stop 
/gg/ - velar prenasalised stop 
/J.’ - palatal nasal stop 
/ I /  - alveola oral lateral 
/w/ - is labio-velar glide 
/j/ is palatal compared to /w/ 
2.5.2 Classification of Phonemes 
This will be classified according to the place and manner of 
classification 






















Glides: j ,  w 
Place of Articulation 
Labials: p, m, f, v 
Alveolar: t, d, n, ts, S,  z, 1 
Palatals: J, tJ, 3, j, 9. 
Velars: k, g, IJ, y. 
Glottals: ?, h 
Labio-velar: kp, gb, nr 
2.6 Phonemic Table of Consonants 
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2.7 Phonemic Transcription of Consonants. 
[PI + /PI [Pfitl Iphtl "dust" 
[mbj----+ Imbl [mkmb3g] /m3mb&J/ "boy" 
[t] & It/ [tfi] 
[d]- Id/ [hdk] 
ltfil "head" 








ls5sW "sugar cane" 
lz5gl "noise" 
/ tsW "mouth" 









[mfiggj?] lmiigg3?l "small stone" 
[ Y 3 1  /y5?/ "bone" 
I I /  









On a phonetic chart, we will present the entire vocalic realisation 
in the language. Then, we will examine the phonological status of these 
vowels through the contrast of each of the vowels sounds in one or 
many minimal pairs with other vowels that are phonetically similar. In 
case we do not find contrasts in identical environments or minimal 
pairs, we use near minimal pairs showing two phonetic differences 
hctwccii [ \ I C  wortls will1 ;I tIiNcl-~ticc i i i  incnniilg. Fin:illy, we pi-cscnl (he 
phonetic chart o f  thc vowc l~ .  
__- 
i I 
B5ggulag does not have contrastive long vowels, or vowel-vowel 
sequences, so the vowel inventory is relatively straightforward. 
3.3 Phonological Analysis of Vowels 
3.3.1 Identification of the phonemes. 
The above phonetic vowels proved to posses phonemic status 
through contrast in identical environment in minimal pairs. These 
phonemes will be determined from the following suspicious pairs 
below. 
( i , 3  (i, e), (e, E), (i, E), (e, a), (E, 2) (a, a> (E,  a), (a, a)  (9, a),(3,?> (3, 
3>, (9, 01, (u, (u, 9, (4 a), (i, 9, 
The phoneme.li/ 
The phonemic status of this sound is attested through the 
following contrast. 
ile [mbi] "cockroach" [mbk] "nail" 
[mali] "to look" [mal61 "to say" 
i1E [ mbit] "excrement" [ mbkt] "hill" 
[til "run" It61 "kick" 
i / i  [[Pi1 "(be) bitter" [Pi1 "account" 
The vowel lil is a high. unrounded and front 
The phoneme /e/ 
It gains its pertinence through the following contrasts: 
c/i sccn in i/c 
dt. Is61 4, c IC1 d 1 : 1  I1 1 ' 1  1si.l "grout1tl" 
[ l C l  I "IIII.L.C" j,li.Ll 'I Ci L hcr" 
efa [pi] "COI.11lil l i l "  I. P j l  I' never" 
[s6?] "blaze" [&?I "razor" 
The vowel le/ is a mid-high, unrounded, front vowel 
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The vowel Id 
It is attested as a phoneme through the following contrasts. 
€ / e  seen in e/€ 
€/a [mbkt] "hill" [mbkt] "wings" 
[mCI "mother" [mal "child" 
d a  [fkhk] "twins" [f5h5] "cold" 
[ mbkhi.1 "vegetable" [ mbbhb] "leftover" 
The phoneme / e /  is a mid-low, unrounded, front vowel. 
The Phoneme lil 
It is established as a phoneme through the following contrasts: 
i l i  seen in iii 
i/u [kit] "crack (groundnut)" [kfit] "tie (v) 
[pihi] "(be) bad" [pfihii] "cut open" 
"turn over" i/a [pit] "revive" [P3tl 
[pihi] "spoil" [p5h5] "ruminate" 
The phoneme /i/ is a high, unrounded, central vowel. 
The Phoneme la1 
Its phonemic status is revealed through the following contrasts: 
a/€ seen in d a  
ale seen in ela 
a/i seen in i/a 
a h  [Adz$] "dream" [fidzj] "axe" 
[mat51 "to refuse" [mat&] "to come", 
alo [ p5] "not (NEG)" [Pbl "groundnut pudding" 
[m5M] " to refuse" [m5t6 "to burnt" 
a/3 [ k k ~ ]  "pot" [kjg] "spear" 
[ &&?I " suffer" [jgj?] "stone" 
The phoneme /a/  is half-high, unrounded and central. 
.I I 
The phoneme I d  
It gains its pertinence as a phoneme through the following contrasts. 
at€ seen in €la 
ala seen in ala 
ala [ ts j ]  "chew" [tsj] "dwell, inhabit" 
[p jh j ]  "we" [p5h5] "affraid" 
The phoneme la1 is a low, unrounded and central. 
The  phoneme /ul 
It is attested as a phoneme through the following contrasts; 
ulo [fLi] "medicine" [fbl "eight" 
WI "honey" t161 "thing" 
uli seen in ilu 
ul3 [ki?] "namesake" [kj?] ''stool'' 
[nd~iq] "price" [iid5q] "flute" 
The phoneme lul is high, rounded and back. 
The  phoneme lo1 
It is proven as a distinctive phoneme through the following 
contrasts 
o h  seen in u/o 
013 [mbh] "egg" [ m b5] "hand" 
rZ61 "yesterday" rz51 "debt" 
ole seen in e/o 
ola seen in alo 
The phoneme lo/ is half-high, rounded back vowel 
The  phoneme /d 
It is attested as a phoneme through the following contrasts. 
d o  seen in 013 








d a  seen i n  a/> 
d a  seen in a h  
The phoneme /3/ is mid-low, rounded and back. 
3.3.2 The status of Nasalised Vowels 
In our initial data collection, we found nasalised vowels as seen on the 
chart above. These nasalised vowels are attested in this language only in 
front of a syllable final /I$. This predictable nasalisation is shown in the 
following examples (vowel nasalisation here is shown by a tilde under 
the vowel in order to reserve the space above for the tone diacritic). 
Consider the cxat i ip lcs  I x l o \ v  
l h l  "<t r o l l  g" 
[PHI I "canoe" 
" s  I l l  c I I " 
" p:1 1x1 
" 1  > I  :I  I I I, " 
[IU!lI 
I Alll?71) I 
I I\ I ):I I ) :I  1 )  I 
I1111~.>1) I **I : I I I 
Judgiiig Il.otn tlic :ibovc tlisttibiition 01' thcsc riasalised vowels, 
we conclude tha t  these vowels arc nasalised due to assimilation process 
causcd by thc lollowing nasal. 'I'lierelore, these nasalised vowels are 
contextual variants of the oral counterparts where we posit this rule. 
v. v 1-13 
A vowel 1icconic.s ii;is:ilisctl \vllc.n iI is  ~)Icccdctl by ;I sylln1,Ic f inal  /I]/. 
As sccii in l l i c  :iliovc- cx:iiiiplcs, :ill [lie v o ~ v c I s  cxccpl / e ,  o, i/ 
cicciiI iii (.Ios(- :;yll:~liIr l>clil~.c. ~ l i r .  ~ ~ I I I S ~ I I I : I I I I  / ,)/ :iii{l ~ I I C  vci~vcl is : i l \~ :~y! ;  










3.4 Definitions and Classification of Vowel Phoneme 
3.4.1 Definition of vowel phonemes 
The feature characterising each vowel and consequently giving its 
distinctive status are presented below: 
lil Front high unrounded vowel 
/e/ Front mid-high unrounded vowel 
/E/ Front mid-low unrounded vowel 
/i/ Central high unrounded vowel 
la/ Central mid-high unrounded vowel 
la /  Central low unrounded vowel 
lul Back high rounded vowel 
/o/ Back mid-high rounded vowel 
Id Back mid-low rounded vowel 
3.4.2 Classification of vowel phonemes 
The classification here will be established following 
- The position of the tongue in the mouth (front, central, back) 
- The position of the lips (rounded, unrounded ) 
- The height of the tongue in the mouth (high, mid-high, mid-low 
and low) 
The Height of the tongue 
Front / i/, le/, / E /  
Central l i l ,  la/, /a/ 
Back lu l ,  101, Id 
The position of the lips 
UnroundxJ 
Rounded !ui. 101, !3 
IiIJeI, IEI. la ! ,  A I ,  h!, In/ 
The Height of the lips 
H&lJ iii? /i I, /u/  
Mid-High !ei .  /ai .  io /  
Mid_low IEI. !3 
Low la! 
From the above definition and classification of vowel 
phonemes, we have set up a phonemic vowel chart as seen belo\h-. 
3.5. Phonemic Vowel chart 
Table 4: Phonemic vobvel chart 
point Fronts Central Back 
manner (unrounded)  (unrounded) (round) 
High I i Ll 
Mid-high e a 0 
Mid-low E 1 
LO% >l 









I .I 5 
[3]- I31 [sjt] Ihoel "hoe" I 
3.7 Conclusion 
We started this chapter with the identification of nine vocalic 
phonetic realisations. From our phonological analysis through 
contrast in minimal pairs at identical contexts, we realised that the 
nine vowels are phonemic. We also encountered cases of nasnlised 
vowels that turn out to be as a result of assimilation process caused 










Like many Grassfield languages, BSggulaq is a tone language. In 
this chapter, we will attempt to provide some clear view of the tonal 
system of the BSrJgulag language. It will begin with a discussion of tone 
as an African language phenomenon. The next section will provide an 
inventory of  the tones; give tone patterns and some tonal phonological 
processes discovered in the language. 
4.1 Tone Language 
Generally, a Ianguagc can citlier be a lone language or a toneless 
language, A tone language is one in which Lone plays a distinctive 
function as do coiisonnnts and vowels. Tone can he defined as a 
prosodic fcntur-c that rcprcsciits thc rclntivc b r i t  signiricant. height or thc 
voicc during tltc Imxltlction 0 1 '  :I syIl:ihlc. Aceorcling l o  Pikc  ( I  042), :I 
~ C I I I C -  I I I I I ~ ~ I : I ~ C  is I ) I I V  tliii~ I i i is  Icticillly sigiliI'ical11, c.oiiti.;is!ivc I U I I  
rr1:iIivc Ilitcli O I I  c:icli ~ ~ y l I ~ i l 1 1 ~ ~ .  
Accorclingly, :irry clia~tgc i n  the syllitblc pilcli leads to  :I c11:111gc 
in t h e  mean ing  O F  this syllable or words. 'fhis explains why the  
difference i n  the meaning 01'  the following nouns in BQgulaq is 
brotrght about by a change i n  their pitches. 





Basically, two types of tone languages do exist. These are 
contour and register tone languages. A contour tone language has tone 
glide as distinctive units in the language. Snider (1999) talks of contour 
tones as being of two types: composite contour which functions 
primarily as a phonological unit. Register tone language as defined by 
Pike (1948) is one in which "there is a restricted number of pitch 
contrastss between level tonemes". Some of these register tone 
language also have glides. 
4.2 Tone Inventory. 
We have identified five basic phonetic pitches on single syllables in 
BQgularJ; three level tones, high [%I, mid [ 3 1, and low [ ii 1; and three 
contour tones, low-high (Rising tone) [ i 1, and high-low (Falling tone). 
4.2.1 Level Tones 
They are pitches produced when the height of the voice does 
not vary during the production of a syllable. There are three level 
tones attested in Bgggulaq as mentioned above. 
High Tone (') 
This is the highest pitch of the voice in the production of a 
syllable. It is realised in words like: 
2) [ s5t) "hoe" 
[fihk] "twin" 
[pjhj]  "fear" 
[m51&] "to say'r 
it61 "come" 
Low Tone (' ) 
It is the lowest tonal level in the language. It is characterised by a low 
tension and a relatively slow vibration of the vocal cords. This low tone 
3) [nywil "God" 
[mbinh] "farm" 
[ h l  "chair" 
[S%l "tooth" 
Uwil "thread" 
Mid Tone (-) 
This is noticed when th 
can be found in this language, on the following words. 
neither high pitch of the voice j 31: low 
in the production of a syllable. It is marked with a macron [-I. This 
tone is illustrated on the following words; 
4) [m%I "chi 1 d" 
[ t31 "hole" 
[ m ~ s % g ]  "rib" 
[rnSn?i] "animal" 
4.2.2 Contour Tones 
During the production of contour tones, the musical height of 
the voice varies during its emission of a syllable. 
The Rising Tone ( ") 
This is the combination of a low and a high tone. It is known 
as a rising tone because the pitch begins with a low tone and ends in a 
high tone in the production of a syllable. Examples of words with this 
tone include the following; 
5) [?It%] "sweet potato] 











Falling Tone (-) 
This is the combination of the high and the low tone. It is called 
falling tone since its pitch starts with a high voice and ends up with a 
low tone in the production of a syllable. Examples of words bearing this 
tone include; 
6 )  [mOmbi.g] "boy" 
[ fits] "cricket" 
[ mbi.] "abcess '' 
[ pip?lJ] "reel" 
[ "plnntnin" 
4.3 Phonic Tone Chart 
4.4 Phonemic Status of TOIW. 
In this section, we will examine the status of the various tones 
in this language. We will focus on the contrastive tones that orchestrate 
nicnniiig cli:ing:cs i i i  wortls since i t  i s  :I tonc laiigtl:lgc, tltc pitcli coiltwst 
or sigiiilic:iiit pitcli t l i l l ~~* ic~ i icc  i w t a i l s  ooc pitcli i s  ~lit'lkrc-iit l'rom : i t i o l l i c r  
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pitch in the immediate context. In Eaqgulaq language, we noticed pitch 





















4.4.1 Suspicious Pairs of Tones 
The following suspicious pairs of tones listed below are 
sorted from the above tone chart. 
7 : )> c ; ), [ r )>I : )>I : ) > 7 - ,  ),IA, x 
4.4.2 Identification of tonemes through their contrast in minimal pain 
The High Tone (' )or H 
H/L [p3 ?] "mushroom" [P3 ?I "small depression" 
rmti ] "yard" rmb I "cockcroach" 
H/M [fa 1 "come" [fa 1 "hole" 
[$e 1 "elephant" [$e 1 "hatch" 
HiLH [ku] "die" [k'u 1 "touch" 
[nde] "sleep" rn ae I "no" 
The above examples prove that the high tone C ) is a toneme in the 
language. 
The Low Tone C )or L 
Its tonemic status is seen through the following contrasts 
LEI seen in H/L 
L/LH [Ea91 "pot" [k'a ?I1 "scream( cry out) " 
[Ea t] "penis" [k'a t] "hang out" 
L/HL k j  ] "water" rgkj  1 "song" 
rn ~ J I  "clitoris" rn 4 "thorn" 
L/M t m21 "me" [mal "child" 
The above contrast established the low tone I 'I as a toneme in the 
language. 
The Mid Tone 1-1 or M 
Its status as a phoneme is established through the following 
contrast. 
MIH seen in HIM 
MIL seen in LIM 
The above contrast prove that the mid tone / - /  is a toneme in the 
language. 
The High-Low Tone (*) or Falling Tone (HL) 
Its tonemic status is established through the following contrasts; 
HLIL seen in LIHL 
HL/LTT [kpi] "arm " PPi1  " fi 1 I " 
The above contrasts show that the High-low tone I 
langiiage 
Tlic Low-lligh 'I'oiic I " /  or I<isiiig 'I'onc (L l l )  
is a toneme in the 
Its tonemic status is revealed through the following contrasts. 
LH/H seen in HILH 
1,11/II sccii iii I . / I  , I  I 
l,ll/ill,sccii in I I I , / I , I t  











The chart below summarises the various pitch contrasts in the 
language; 
Table 6. Table of pitch contrasts: 
As seen from the above chart, we noticed that five out of the six 
pitches contrast with the other four. The mid tone is our one 
problematic tone. It is hard to get it to contrast with all the other tone 
because it is rare in the language. Even though it is rare, it does 
contrast with high tone. Since no phonetic rule for combining mid tone 
with another tone has yet been found, we will consider mid tone to be 
contrastive with all the other until further evidence proves otherwise. 
The preceding analysis of the Bgqgulaq tone has helped us to 
arrive at the following toneme presented on the chart below. Their 
tonemic status is obtained because a change of any of them in certain 
words leads to a difference in the meaning. 
The fact that we arrived at the tonemic status of the three 
contour tones’ above in the surface structure of words does not meant 
they are underlying. They are consider derived through phonological 
process of tone docking which is as a result of avoiding segment 
clustering. The rule will be examined in a subsequent section. 
4.5 Toneme Chart 
Table 7 Toneme chart 
4.6 Lexical Tone. 
It is fairly easy to find Bgggulag words where the only 
difference between them is their pitch. We did discuss this in section 
(4.4) when examining the tonemic status of the different tones. Look at 
the minimal tone pairs below between the four most frequent contrasted 
tones. 
[mbi] " yard" 
[mbi] "cockroach" 
PPiI " arm' 
[kP:l " hang out" 
4.7 Grammatical Tone 
Contrastive pitch also plays an important role in the grammar 
of the BiirJgularJ language. The contrastive pitch effect is on the verbs. 
The example below will illustrate how contrastive pitch effect on the 
verb is capable of changing a phrase from the present perfective to 
present progressive. We will illustrate this with the following two verbs 
in the imperative forms. 
1) hd3wi "eat" 








2) kj? "climb" 
Present progressive constructions 
1) M3 hd3wi ki, m3kfil8 "I am eating rice " 
A d3wi ki, m3kfi12i " He is eating rice" 
3 s  P.PROG eat bean white man. 
1s P.PROG eat beans White man. 
P5 d3wi ki, m3khlii "They are eating rice" 
3P P.PROG eat bean white man. 
2)  M3 k5? mb&t "I am climbing a tree " 
1s P.PROG. climb mountain 
A kS? mb&t " He is climbing a mountain" 
3 s  P.PROG. climb mountain 
P5 k57 mbkt. "They are climbing a mountain" 
3P P.PROG. climb mountain 
In the above phrases in land 2, the two verbs "eat" and "climb" all 
changed from the imperative form with a high tone to a mid tone thus 
converting the sentences to present progressive I continuous tense. 
When the above verbs maintain the high tone of the 
imperative form in the above constructions, the sentences will be in the 
present perfective as seen below. 
3)M3 hd3wi ki, mikfilii "I have eaten rice" 
IS P.PERF. eat beans whiteman 
A d3wi ki, m3kkl2i "He has eaten rice" 
3s P.PERF. eat beans whiteman. 
P5 d3wi ki, ma k2ikkl2i "They have eaten rice" 
3P P.PERF. eat beans whiteman. 
4). M3 k5? mbit "I have climbed a mountain" 
IS P.PERF. climb mountain 
A k5? mbt t  "He has climbed a mountain" 
3s P.PERF. climb mountain. 
P5 k5? mbtt  "They have climbed a mountain" 
3P P.PERF. climb mountain 
4.8 Tonal Processes 
Here, we will examine some of the tonal processes attested in 
the language. These processes are Tone Docking and Tone Spreading. 
Our discussion here will be a purely descriptive account than 
theoretical. All these come as a result of phonological processes. 
4.8.1 Tone Docking 
This tonal process in African languages especially the grassfield 
languages is usually derived from two segmental processes; 
devocalisation and vowel deletion. That is, when a vowel devocalises or 
is deleted, the floating tone of this vowel docks on to the preceding 
vowel and the result of this docking is either a contour tone or a 
complex register tone. Ngeloh (2002) for Bamunka. The tone results in 
a contour tone when the underlying tone is different from that of the 
affected vowel. 
In the B5ggulag language, vowel clustering is not allowed such 
that when one or two vowels are in a sequence, vowel deletion must 
take place to avoid clustering. The examples below illustrate cases 
where /cGS/ +[cO] /cW/ .-b [ CY] 
/ h t W ! .  [at$] "potato" 
/pi&$---+ [pipzg] "red" 
lev ' I "  'I I 
I S M l l j  ____+ [SfiQI "steer, (pull)" 
From the above example, we can see that when there is the 
deletion of one of the vowel (VI)  to avoid clustering, the floating low 
or high tone docks on to the preceding vowel resulting to contour tones. 
This process in the B5ggulaq language is derived from sequences of 
long identical vowels and not through devocalisation 
Contrarily to the vowel deletion that result to contour tones, we 
have instances of devocalisation in BQgulaq that results in tone fusion 
and not contour tone. When dcvocalisation occurs, docking results in 
tone fusion where a coniplcx rcgistcr tone i5 created by fusing thc tonc 
of the affected vowel and that of the vowel that caused devocalisation. 
See examples below. 
[%%I b /$ / a n t l  I$$]- /+/ 
[fidlikl .-b l f idw6l  "long1ic" 
[tial] .-# / t lhl l l  "I'lall" 
[ll.i.5].----+ /lwe!/ "weed (v)" 
4.8.2 'l'oirc S p m l i i i g .  
'Totic sprc:iditig is :i cotii i i ioti pliciionicnoii i i i  Ali.iciiii langu;igcs. 
Usually, when this phenomenon occurs, the tone of one TBU "spreads" 
over to one or more nd,jncent TBU. Often when this happens, t h e  
original tone of the  recipient TBU is wiped and replaced completely by 
the first tone. Sometimes however, the tone is not wiped. Instead the 
first totic sprcads o i i  t o  [lie ntljacciit 'I'UU and joins thc sccond tonc to 
crentc n conlortr ~ o n c .  Snitlcr (2003) i n  "Tciiinl phctioiiiciion conitiioii 10 
Ali.ic:iti Lnnguagcs" 
Tone spreading in Wir~gular~ is as seen in the following examples; 
mbkg m$kjl& -+ [T5 mb2g m$kU?i] "Coconut tree's nut" 
In this example above, the high tone of the word for palmtree 
spreads rightward onto the root for "nut". In this case, it does not wipe 
the original low tone of the recipient TBU, but rather joins with it to 
create a falling contour. The High tone spreading here is non-iterative 
in application, that is, it spreads only to the next TBU rather than to 
many TBU as possible (iterative application) 
1) T5 
palmtree nut whiteman 
We also have cases of High Tone spreading and Low Tone 
delinking in B5ggulag as seen in the this example below 
2) A w6 m5 tat5 [A \vi+ m5tiit51 "He has gone to play" 
3s go INF play. 
From the above example, the high tone of the infinitive marker 
of the verb "m5" (to) spreads rightward onto the first TBU of the 
following word; the verb "tht5" (play) and wipes the original low tone 
from the TBU. Just like in many other languages, when High tone 
spreads, a following Low tone is wiped as seen in example (2) above. 
High Tone Spread and Low Tone Delink are rules in B2ggulaq. 
Example (1) and (2) above can be represented auto segmentally as seen 
below. 
1) High Tone Spread (no delink) 
L 
" 
t5 mbkq rnakil?i/ [t5 mbsq m3kiil?i]"coconut tree's nut" 
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4.9 Definitions and Classification of Tonemes 
A toneme here like a phoneme is that tone which functions 
distinctively in a language. That is, being capable of distinguishing 
lexical items from other lexical items. 
From our tonemic analysis, we realised that all the six basic 
surface tone in Bgggulag do contrast with one another. Therefore, we 
have six tonemes in BZggulag which are three level tones, high [a], mid 
[ ?i 1, and low [ 5 1; and three contour tones, low-high (rising) [ 2 1, 
high-low (falling) [ i ] and low-falling [ 2 ] 
4.9.1 Definition of Tonemes 
Our definition of tonemes here as stated above relates to the 
pertinent feature which differentiate a toneme from the other. The 
various tonemes are defined as follows. 
1’1 is high compared to 1‘1 and 1-1 
1.1 is low compared to 1’1 and 1-1 
1-1 is mid compared to 1’1 and 1.1 
lA l  is high low compared to 1’1, and l ” l  




Tone hierarchy in Eaqgu lq  can be presented as seen below. 
Toneme 
H r i  
L r i  
M I -  i 
HL r i  
LH r i  
ing 
Each toneme in Eaqgulaq is defined in each branch of the schema. 
4.10 Conclusion. 
Altogether we identified six basic phonetic pitches on single 
syllables in Baqgulaq; three level tones and three contour tones. Our 
phonological analysis showed that these pitches are all tonemic in 
B'aqgulaq as they contrast in minimal pair of words. Lexical and 
Grammatical functions were also examined and a discussion on some 
Tonal processes; Tone spreading and Tone Docking. Our next chapter 
will be on syllable structure, morpheme and word structure. This will 
be the topic for chapter five. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
SYLLABLE, MORPHEME AND WORD STRUCTURE 
5.0 Introduction : 
This chapter sets out to identify the different morphemes and 
words in the B5ggulag language. According to Wiesemann et el (1983), 
a syllable is a unit of sound sequence containing at least the centre of 
the syllable which is its summit or its nucleus. The nucleus can be a 
vowel or a syllabic nasal; it can be defined by the tone it bears, or it can 
be defined by the duration of emission of the sound sequence. The 
constituent elements that make up a syllable iirc ; in  onset, ;I nucleus, 
and a coda. We can represent these elements in a tree as  seen below; 
(Onscl(0)) 
C V C 
A syllable therefore as seen from the above tree, is broken down into 
onset and rhyrnc. R h y m e  is f'tirthcr tfivitlctl i n l o  ~iur: lcus a i i r l  coda. 'I'hc 
terminal nodes CVC indicate the gencral ~ci ir lo icy  ;is nttcstcd i n  human 
languages. I hat is, I I I C  onsets tend to bc ~ P ) I I S ~ I I I I I I I S ,  Iiuclci vowcls ilnd 
cotla consonmts. I t  sl~oultl be noictl Irowcvcr 111ai ihc O I I S ~ I  ; S w d l  :IS 
tlic cotl;~ iiic opiioiial i1i i i  syllal>lc. 
The IhiIjgiilarJ I:iiiguagc posscsscs sylliiblc 01. Ihc ~ ~ r i i ~ t i i r r :  V, N, ( ' V  
, .  
and CVC as basic types. Of these types, only CV and CVC are really 
basic. The V type has one example attested i n  the language while the N 
types only occur as prefixes. 
,. 
5.1 Scglrlclllnl Syllnblcs 'l'ypcs 
5.1.1 Basic Syllable Types 
The following combination of unmodified consonants and vowel 
are found in Bgggulag syllables 
1) v P I  "he/she/i t" 
11)  cv [PA1 "bag" 
111) cvc [kj?] ''stool'' 
5.2.2 Syllable Types Based on Consonant Cluster. 
Analysing the syllables types this way; we could have the 
following where N stands for a homorganic nasal and G for either of 
the two semi-vowels glides. ( W  and j). Examples below; 
1) v P I  hels h eli t '' 
2) cv [Pi1 "bag" 
3) cvc [kj?] "stool" 
4) CGV [PJU "kolanut" 
5) CGVC [fw&t] "feather" 
6) NCV [mbk] "nail" 
7 )  NCVC [hdht] "house" 
8) NCGV [hdwk] "tongue" 
9) NCGVC [iitwgt] "waist" 
It should be noted that like English, Bgggulag consonant 
clusters would have severe restrictions on which consonant can appear 
in which positions. These restrictions could be symbolised with the 
following formula: 
Syllable ------+ (N) ( G I  (G) V (Cd 
This formula states that syllables have an obligatory vowel in Bhjgulag, 
preceded by an optional nasal consonant, -.an optional syllable-final 
consonant. It should be noted that syllable final consonants in this 
language are severely restricted to 7, t and g .  
5.2 Mono-Phonemic Syllable 
The syllable structure V and N are mono-phonemic syllable 
because they have just one phoneme; vowel or consonant. These 
syllables are not characterised by prosodic feature such as labialisation, 
palatalisation and prenasalisation. The syllable V is always an open 
syllable that bears a tone. The vowel that assumes this is [a]. 
‘IIc syllable N is a nasal, which can be realised as in, n, g 
depending on the nature of the consonant that comes after it.  
5.3. roiy- i * i lol l~t1l i~-  s~iiJti)it~ 
: I )  C’V. ‘ I ’his is  ;III oocii syll;il~lc oi is is l i i ig  ol . :~  coiisoi1:iiit :iii(I :I v(iwc1. 
It occi irs ; I S  I V O I . ( I S +  Iwc*iI’isc-s :1i1(1 si i l l iuc*s.  l k l o w  i s  :III i l l i i s l t .nI io i i  ol’co.. 
occtirrciiccs o l ‘co i tso i i :~ i~ ts  iiiid vowcls i i i  this syllabic slruclurc. 
‘I‘n blc 9 S y nt agnin t ic (:on1 binal.ion la bl e ol‘ CV type 
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w I -  + + -  - 4 5 
+ 121 18 120 1 3  I 1 7  I 2 1  16 10 15 
- 14 116 14 121 16 13  8 14 9 
From the table above, we  realised that the most frequent 
consonant in open syllable of  C V  structure is lpl. It comes before all the 
nine vowels of the language. This is followed by lbl, ltf, Id, lk l ,  lfl, Id, 
each occurring with eight of the nine vowels. 
The most frequent vowel in this open syllable are Iil and la1 
occurring with twenty-one of the twenty-four consonants. 
Generally, all the consonants and the vowels of the language 
occur in this open syllable structure. 
b) CGV: This is an open syllable that contains a consonant, a glide and 
a vowel 
Table 10 Syntagmatic Combination table of CGV type. 
- - - - - .P + + + -  3 6 
0 9 - - - - - - - - - 
+ 10 9 8 0 1 8 1 0 2 
14 15 16 24 23 16 23 24 22 
in 
CGV sequences. The most recurrent vowel in this sequence is /it which 
combines with ten of the twenty-four consonants. The vowelsli, 01 do 
not come after glides. The consonant with the highest number of vowel 
in CGV sequences is /g l  occurring with six of the nine vowels. This is 
followed by /p, t, k, f/. They each go with four of the nine vowels. 
c) CVC: This is a close syllable with a consonant, a vowel and a 
consonant respectively. Below is an illustration of co-occurrences of 
consonants and vowels in this syllable structure. 
Table 11 Syntagmatic Combination table of CVC type. 
J 
w -  
+ 6  
- 
and lkl which occur with six of the nine vowels each. These are followed 
by lbl and It1 which occur with five of the vowels. 
The vowel la1 combines with the highest number of consonants. It comes 
after ten of the twenty-four consonant. Id and lu1 precede nine and eight 
consonants respectively. The only vowel that does not occur in such 
sequence is lo1 while the consonants that do not occur in such structure 
are I?, v, s, ,3 ,  j, wl. 
d) CGVC: This close syllable is composed of a consonant, a glide, a 
vowel and a consonant respectively. For the different combination in 
consonants and vowels in this structure, see chart below. 
Table 12: Syntagmatic Combinations table of CGVC type. 
- - - - - - - - - 0 9 
+ -  1 8 - - - - - - 
1 ' 9  1 6 10 8 0 6  
18 23 1 5  23 18 14 14 24 18 
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rl I -  - 
+ I 2  0 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 I 
- I 2 2  24 21 24 24 23 24 24 
- - - - - - 
24 1 I 
Generally, a very limited number of vowels occur in the 
sequence CGVC. The most frequent vowels Id, la1 and /if which occur 
with three, three and two consonants accordingly. The remaining six do 
not occur in such structures. 
Also, a few numbers of consonants do occur in CGVC 
sequences. The consonants that occur in C,  of CGVC are /k/ and /p, b, t, 
f, v, J,3/. They each go with two and one of the nine vowels 
accordingly. The following consonants never occur in such 
combination. Id, g, 7, kp, gb, s ,  z, y, h, 1, m, n, JI, j ,  w/ 
5.4 Morpheme Structure 
' 
According to A Dictionary of phonetic And phonoloev, a 
morpheme is "the minimal grammatical units; the smallest unit which 
plays any part in morphology and which cannot be further decomposed 
except in phonological terms." 
We will adopt this definition from where, it can be deduced that a 
morpheme can either contain a sound or a combination of sounds, can 
either be a word root, prefix or a suffix. 
Therefore, the morpheme structures that have proven to exist in 
Bgggulag are: V, N, CV, CVC, CGV, CGVC, and CGCV.CV. Of these 
structures, the structure 
V 
N 
is often a word when used within a sentence. 





CGVC, CGVCV and CGVC.CV, all functions as words 
Examples; Table 13, Morpheme structure chart. 
is o-.:n a word prefix, a worL n r f f ix  and a word root 
usually, it functions as a word root. 
it is often a word and sometimes a root. 
I Morpheme I Illustration I Gloss I 
structure 
V - k tii He came 
I I I I 
N ?J giit skin 
cv - ta palm tree 
cvc .5? mushroom 
@ tii heads 
I , L - - -  I I 
CGY - twi tree 
CGVC kw6q burry 
cv.cv tbt5 play 
5.5 Word Structure 
A word is a unit of language consisting of one or more 
spoken sounds or their written counterparts. It can stand as a complete 
utterance. It is composed of one or more morphemes or roots and 
affixes and represents an indivisible concept, action or feeling. In 
writing, we separate it by spaces. 
The word structure with a single sound attested in B5ggulaq 
is [ k ]  meaning "he/it". The rest of the word structure that have been 
attested in the language include monosyllabic, disyllabic, tri-syllabic, 
quadri-syllabic and at times penta-syllabic word structure are found 
only in loan words and compounds. 
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c v . c v . c v  
c . c v c . c v  
Quadrisyllable 
c v . c v . c v . c v  








to weed - 
Monosyllabic 
2GV 





X . C G V  
rris yllabic 
2.CGV.CV 
2 v . c v c . c v  
2uadrisyllabic 
Z.CGV.CV.CV 
Illustration I Gloss 
m .bwa .Ia 
books 
The above word structure is presented in terms of syllable and 
morpheme breaks. The syllable breaks are denoted by a I./ 
5.6 Phoneme Distribution: 
Phoneme distribution deals with the manner in which the 
phonemes of a language are generally distributed within syllables or 
words. There are some distinctive sounds, which occur only initially, 
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other medially, and other finally. There are yet others, which occur in 
all these positions. 
In the BBrJgulag language: 
1) All the nine vowels do not occur word initially. 
2) Two of the twenty-for consonants do not occur word initially. These are 
[b, dl 
3) All the twenty-four and nine vowels occur word medially. 
4) Three of the twenty-four consonants occur word finally. There are [ g ,  t, 
?I 
5 )  All the nine vowels occur word finally 
6) Two of the twenty-four consonant occur words initially, medial and 
final. They are [ g ,  t] 
5.7 Conclusion 
Through out this chapter, we have identified the different 
syllables, morpheme and word structure in the Eaggulag Language. We 
have identified three basic syllable types with ten other types derived 
from the prosodies of labialisation. Palatalisation and prenasalisation 
We end the chapter with a discussion on the different positions of 
morphemes in the words of the Eaggulag language. In the next chapter 
which, is the last chapter of this dissertaton, we will present an 





I S  
ALPHABET AND ORTHOGRAPHY 
6.0 Introduction 
This chapter will be focused on the alphabet and orthography 
of the Bgrjgulag language. An alphabet here is the set of graphic 
symbols used in writing a specific language; orthography on its part is a 
set of rules that are used in combining in a meaningful manner these 
graphic symbols. The knowledge of the alphabetic system without 
orthographic rules will not suffice in the writing of a language. Thus, 
the art of writing words with the proper letters according to accepted 
usage and correct spelling is preconditioned by rules that guide it. 
The orthography of any language is a precondition for its 
development and standardisation. In the course of proposing the writing 
system for this language, we had certain preoccupations as to whether 
the adopted symbols or graphemes will suit pedagogic or educational 
goals, the native speakers attitude toward the graphemes and finally 
what previous knowledge they have of the adopted graphemes. 
The graphemes that we have adopted for the writing system of 
the Bgggularj language are taken from the graphemes found in the 
"General aluhabet of Cameroonian Languages" (Tadadjeu and 
Sadembouo, 1984), which was adopted in 1979 by the National 
committee for the unification and harmonisation of the alphabet of 
Cameroonian languages. These graphemes are easy to be used and are 
representative of the phonemes attested in the language. In most cases 
the phonemes are maintained as graphemes and in other cases, both the 
allophones and the phonemes are represented as graphemes in the 
language. The orthography proposal here comprises of the following 
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sections: Consonants graphemes, Vowel graphemes, Tone diacritics, 
orthographic rules and illustrative text. 
6.1 Allophones adopted as graphemes 
The sound [b] is an allophone of /p/ in the Biggulag language but 
we have preferred to maintain both sounds as graphemes because 
through their knowledge of the English language, the native speakers of 
B5ggulag know these sounds as being distinctive. 
The phonemes /nd/ and /ggl will not be represented as different 
letters of the alphabet because each of the sounds in the group already 
constitute a letter in the alphabet. 
The sound [d3] is an allophone of the phoneme / g i n  the 
Bgggulag language but we have chosen /dy  as the grapheme 
representing the two thus reducing the number of graphemes in the 
language. 
The phoneme /JI/ is represented as n~ in Cameroon alphabet. 
Since and J! are separate graphemes in the BQgulag language, we 
have decided not to represent ~IJ as a separate graphemes thus reducing 
the number of graphemes for the native speakers. 
As for Land 1, we have chosen to represent both sounds with the 
phoneme 111 
6.2 Alphabet-Consonant graphemes 
A a ,  B b, Chch ,  D d, E e, E E, a a, F f, G g, Gb g b , H  h, I i, € i, J j, K k ,  
Kpkp, L 1, Mm, N n, 013, 0 0, 3 3, P p, S s, Sh sh, T t, Ts ts, U u ,  V v, 
w w, Y y, z z, ’. 
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The above consonant phonemes, their allophones and graphemes 
are presented in Table 14 below. We also show their use in various 
positions in the word (the three final consonants [t], [ g ]  and ['I are all 
very common in Baggulag): 
Table 15 Consonants grapheme chart 
Phoneme Allophone 
'PI I [PI 
/[bl 
/[d% 
Grapheme I Initial 
osition 
B b .  





v v  
I 
J j  I ji 












































Various rules o n  which consonants can O C C L I ~  in which positions or 
which can occur before and after other consonants are important to 
learn. Here is a list of consonant orthographic rules. 
1. Never write "b" without an "m" in front of it. 
2 .  Never write "d" without an "n" in front of it. 
3 .  Never write "d" between "n" and "z". 
4. Never write "d" between "n" and "j". 
5. Never write ""' word-initially. 
6 .  Ncvcr writc "I?" word-initially. 





8. The only consonants that can be word-,,,ial are "t", "IJ" and "' " 
9. Never write an "r". If you hear an "r", write an "1". 
10. If you hear a nasal consonant before "k" or "g", always write "I)". 
1 1. If you hear a nasal consonants before "kp" or "gb" always write m 
6.3 Alphabet- Vowel Graphemes 
I3'aggulag has nine vowel phonemes presented with their 
allophones and graphemes in Table 13 below. The sounds are shown as 
they occur in different positions of the word. 
Table 16 Vowel Graphemes phonemes 
[ U I  uu  - kil t til 
[a 1 
b 1 f i  - 6 t  Pi 
tie (v) head 
animal broom 
oil bad 
aa - mS na w 1ia 
6.4 Tone Marking 
As of this point in time, we have discovered numerous minimal 
tone pairs for words that contrast high tone, rising tone and high-falling 
tone with each other or with either of the two low tones. Because 
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minimal tone pairs are so rare between mid and high tones, we 
proposed orthography where only high (together with mid), rising and 
high-falling tones are marked by diacritics and the low tone is not marked. (It is 
common orthographic practice to indicate non-contrastive or less contrastive 
tones or even one of the well-attestcd contrastivc toiles by specifically omitting 
to mark a diacritic over the vowel.) See the chart below: 
Table 17 Tone Grapheme Table 
6.5 Word Division 
In Biiggulag, we have chosen to adopt in large measure the 
orthographic conventions of the language of wider communication of 
the area, namely English. Our proposals also follow the guidelines of 
the General Alphabet of Cameroon Languages (Tadadjeu and 
Sadembouo, 1979). 
6.5.1 Subject Marker 
Subject markers in Biirjgulag are written as separate pronouns, as 
below: 
1 )  A pan5 mbina. "He returned from the farm." 
3s return farm (yesterday or earlier today) 
P5 pan5 rnbina. 
3p  return farm 
"They returned from the farm." 
(yesterday or earlier today) 
6.5.2 Noun Plirasc 
The noun phrase may consist ofa  head noun ,  followed by modiliers 
such as adjectives and/or delerminers. 
6.5.2. I ~lssiwiiifiiw I'lirtise 
Noun phrases often include NI'-NP ("associative" or "genitive") 
constructions in which the first NP is "possessed" by the second NP. In 
B k ~ g ~ i l a r ~ ,  there is no written associative morpheme (equivalent to "of' 
in English) between the possessor and the possessed. In Grassfields 
Bxntti languages in  general, the associiilive marker is tisually just ii 
floating tone morpheme between Ihc two words. These tloating lone 
morplici i ics cliiiiigc 1111: plioiiclic sitrliicc !tine o i i  !lie words according to 
rcilc~ 11iir1 evci-y Ij5ijgul;iij .s~)ciikcr 11:~s i i i  liis Iic;id. W e  t1icrcIi)ix c1ii)osc 
IIO! i t i  write ciilicr !lie 1 1 o i i 1  iiig ~ t i i i c  I ~ I ~ I ~ ~ ~ I I ~ I I I ~ ~  o i  !lie i)lioiic!ic s i i r l ~ i c c  
ioiic, 1 ~ 1 1  t o  w i  ill: i l ic woi.c1s w i l l i  11ic s i i i i i c  ~ o i i c :  i i i i ~ ~ c i . i i s  llicy Ii;ivc iii 
i s o l i i t i o l i .  'I'y1)i~iil associiitivc i i o i i i i  ~)liIiiscs iiix i i icrci i )rc writ ici i  will i  
lxisic: word lonc on ciicli 0 1 '  tlic words, ;IS liillo\w. Words will1 vowcls 
without tone marks are pronounced with ii low tone including syllabic 
nasals with their low tone marks. 
6.5.2.2 Reduplication 
Reduplication has a wide range of forms m d  lilnctions in I3angolan. I n  
the proposed orthography, reduplicated words arc separated by hyphens, 
as below: 
(:ompound nouns, on the other hand, arc wriitcii i i i  13,?1~gulni~ without a 
hyphen, just the two roots written together as a single word, as below: 
(4) njE "back" ndjt "house" njEncf6t "room" 
m6na "animal rnbo "egg" rnsnarnbo "banana" 
pihi "bad" nz3' "heart" pihinz3' "wicked" 
S h J  "tail" rnSna "animal" sigrnsna "tail" 
tig strong" ndug "price" tigndug "expensive" 
6.5.3 Verb Phrase 
The imperative is taken as the citation form of the verb in 
Bgggulag Imperative verb forms do not have visible prefixes or suffixes 
but do have a high tone suffix that fuses onto the stem. The verb root in 
BBggulaq is usually monosyllabic, though sometimes it becomes 
disyllabic because of the addition of some formerly productive Bantu 
7x 
extension, which has become lexicalised in  present day B5ggulag 
(either -115 or 4 ) .  The result is that you would not I'irid cfisyllabic 
verbs without one of these two extensions as the second syllable. 
6.5.3. I Tivise 
13,iggul~ig distinguishes l i ~ i r  lcnses which appcar :IS near past, 
1;ir past, future certain, and 1i111irc iinccrtaiii when coinhincd with 
pcrl.cctivc a s l x x t .  1 1 1  tlic orthography, Ilic tc:nsc ni;irkcrs ;ire written 
scpir;ilcly. N o l c  111; i t  the "iiear 1x1~1" tciisc is rc:illy the r c ~ c i i l  pcrlixlivc 
(or ~ c r o  pcrlkctivc) cotistruction, iis h l i o w i i  I>clow: 
"I IC rcli isd." ( 5 )  Nciii .  p i s t  A 15. 
(present 3s  refuse (yesterday or earlier today) 
perl'cctivc) 
Far past A ku t5. " t I e re fused." 
(lwo or more days ago) 3s ['ST rclilsc 
1:uturc: ( c c r t i i i i i )  A wvil I S .  "Ilc will  r c f ~ i s c . "  
3s F1 reftrse 
1:ulure (uiicerlain) /\ ki  16. "I I C  inay rcfusc." 
, I s  I? rcliisc 
6. S..L I .-I.'I"'L'I 
In ; iddi~ion IO the uiimarkccl pcrlktivc ;ispcct, Mijgulai] has two 
kinds of constructions where a tone change on the verb is (soinctimes 
the only) indication of the marked imperfective aspect: progressive 
constructions and habitual constructions. Note that while habitual 
constructions have a habitual marker preceding the verb, progressive 
constructions have only a tone change on the verb (mnrketi below by 
the inid tone diacritic). 'l'licsc two kinds  (11' iiiipci-lLctivc constructions 
iirc sliowii i n  11ic ~ i i i i i i a r k c d  zero (pi-csciit) ~ciisc I~clow (ilic p:irallcl zer(i 
iciwc IicrlLctivc :ispcci was ;iIIc;itly sIiowii ;il)civc.): 
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(6) Present Progressive A t5. "tie is rerusing." 
3s refuse.PROG 
Present habitual A nyhg t5. "He (usually) refuses." 
3s HAB refuse. 
This means that the verbs in all progrcssivc and habitual constructions 
are all marked with  the mid tone c l i w r i i i c ,  IIU matter i l '  ilie teiise is 
prcscn1, past o r  lirture. 
to reliise" I ,  rrijt5 
INF-reliisc 
( 7 )  
nijzah5 "lo sweep" 
I N  F - S W W ~  
6.5.4 Negatiori 
There is only one type of general negation in BSggulag. The 
negative word 'pa' is always clause final, as in the examples below. 
(8) A k a  t6 p5. "He did not refuse." 
3s PST refuse NEG 
A t5 p6. 
3s refuse.PROG 
NEG 
A wu t6 p5. 
3s F1 refuse NEG 
"He is not refusing." 
'He will not refuse. 
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6.6 Punctuation and Capitalisation 
'i'ine punctuation marks and the  rulcs tinot govern 1111: Wiggulag 
language are the same as those for English. 'The punctuation marks used 
I )  1;1111 slop ( . )  
2)  Question in; irk  ('!) 
3) Exciwniatioii i u a r k  (!) 
4) Comma (,) 
5 )  Colon (:) 
6) Semicolon (;) 
7) Quotation marks (" ... ") and (' ... ') 
,. 1 h e  question mark (?) marks the end ol'an interrogative sentence. 
( I O )  klblIli! kil sil IGl lyC? 
Meme PST buy what market 
"What did Meme buy in the market?" 
6.6.3 Exclaiiiatioii Mark 
The exclamation mark is writtcn at thc ciid of ;I conim;ind, o r  it is placed 
following exclamatory words or phrascs. I t  ftinctions to cxprcss interjcctions, 
surprises, excitement, and forceful comments as well as simple commands; as 
below. 
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( I t )  Wi!! 
g o .  I MI' 
' ' ( ; (J! ' '  
(12) A flit5 p i !  
1.; 1)Iiiy NI(( i  
"Slic shol l l l l  ii<iI l ~ l a y ! "  
EX I tell you NEG 
"Ndi! (a call to attention). Did I not tell you?" 
( I  3 )  Ncli! M 3  li! WII p6Y 
6.6.4 Comma 
Commas ;ire used to separate clauses or piirallel words within ;I 
c I:uise, :IS be I ow : 
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Capital letters are used at the beginning of sentences, for proper 
nouns, and after a colon. 
First word in a sentence: 
(I 7)  1'5 wir wi. ty6 nywE. 
3p F1 go market today 
"l'hzy will go to [Ire inarket today." 
I'ropcr 110uns: 
( 1  8) Ndi ka wi. mbina qgyi Tala, MCinC, Sali pil Tatil. 
Ntli I'S'l' go Iiiriii c i i l l  ' l ' i i l i i  Mcii ic  Sii l i  iiiril 'I'iilii 
"Ndi  wciil lo Ilic l'i~rili ;iiid ciillcd ' l ' ; i l ; i ,  Mciiic,  Sirli, i i i i d  'I ' i i l i i . ' '  
AfLer a colon: 
( I O )  M n ' 3  16 YE: A Is6 iida' 11.5. 
One thing is 3s is hoiisc N I X  
"One thing is true: I le  is  tioL in Ilrc Irousc." 
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pw6 twime. SBq E kpa ka n6 ts&t t6li j i  m5yi nu% ne’6 gwa’la. TsD’ni 
gka’ gri Y E  g3 kanu’h ggyi nu’li nE’& rjwa’la y i  h6 na yi p5. A kazg 
m5kiq nm’ yi ka twihi pam3’5 pwe twimE nde pa zk’ m5yi nu’u ne’& 
qwa’ 13. 
Q 3  ke’6 j i  gwa’la fimihi. 
6.8 A literal Translation of the Sample Text 
Ai1 illileriilc i i i i i i i  
)iicc ~ i p ) i i  i t i i i ie, iii ;I cer1;iiii viIlii1:c c.;illctl MI) i i i ko i i i ,  111cre 
l i v w l  :I iiiiiii wli<r wiis i l l i ~ c i t i t c  I lr \\‘:is :I IIIL-IIII)L*I 01’ iii:iiiy Niiiiik:i 
~* , io i i l r : i  11ii1 111. L.OIII(I I I C V C I ~  l , i i t r \ v  I i t i \ v  I I I  ic i i t l  iiiicl \ \ , i i ic I IC. 111itI :I c . I i i l t l  
~ ~ i i l l c t l  v l l i i ~ i i , ’  i v l i t i  1ivc.cI iii :I t1i;;i:iiit.t. t . t i i i i i ~ i . y  WI i i . i i ~ : \~c~ .  111: \ \ ‘ I ~ I I L ?  II 
Ie11er i o  l i is I ’ i i i l i t i r ,  a diI’lLi.tiii1 1~e Iso i i  .ti;itl i i  lirr Iiiiii. 
011c  clay, lie IbIt ill i i i i i l  wiis i i ihc i i  IO llic l ios1)iI i i l .  Siiicc his 
illness w a s  s~.rious, his neighbor, wlio was ii young iiliiii ,  decided io 
horrow money a t  interest on h is  hchalf IiOiii one of lhc Njangis. 
I I C  started receiving treatment and afier two days, he slnricd 
responding well. I le coulcf sit up and converse w i h  people. 
One day, he asked the young man, “ l low shall 1 repay the money 
you borrowed from the Njangi” The young man replied, “write a letter 
to your son and ask him to send the money” The man then asked “How 
will I write when I do not know how to write”? “I will write for you,” 
he answered. 
a5 
The letter was then written to the man’s child. Since the young 
man knew’ that this man was illiterate he decided to increase the amount 
demanded by the man. 
After writing, he took the letter to the post office. 
thought i t  was wise to send a telephone message. 
On his way, he 
Alter leaving the post office, the young man looked right and left 
ant1 hcliind and s;iw t h i i l  nobody wiis coniiiig. I le Iiurricilly climlictl on 
;I ~ c l c ~ ) l ~ o n c  lx>lc, Iiclcl oiic 01’ 111c c:il)lcs i i i i c l  1)111 i l  i i i  Iiis ~ i i o c i i l i  i i i i d  
started cdling “Mbipt:’, blbipe’ “ I  i in i  [he one, do you hear’?” 
A police saw this young i i i i in  on the lclcplionc pule and shuulcd, 
Ei  mad man what are you doing up there, come down quickly. “I am 
not mad” the young man replied. “ I  want to send a message to my 
child who is h r  li-om here”. Come down, the police said, “ I  will tell 
you  how to send ;I telephone mcssagc”. 
“‘ l ’ l i a i ik  you” siiid ~ l i c  youiig n i : i i i  ; i i i d  lie 1i:ipI)ily cliiiihctl d o w n .  
When he c;iiiic down, the policcman inslead ;irrcstccl him and locked 
him i n  tlic cell. 
. I  
llic s ick  I I I~II I  go1 well ;tliL:r i i  \\:cek i i i i ~ l  wciii Ixick Iioii ic).  
Meanwhile the cliiltl MhipE’ saw lhc Ieltci- 1h;iI wiis written l o  hiin and 
clcciclccl to bring the nioncy t h a t  wiis Oorrowcd l i o n i  Lhc Nj:iiigi gro~~p .  
When hc arrived home, he went lo repay the money and to his 
surprise, he discovered that the amount borrowed was smaller than what 
was tlcinandctl from him.  I le grew annoyed and when he got honic, he 
in l i~rn~cd his liithcr. I lis Ihthcr hcca~i ic  very angry I X ~ : I U S C  the yc)ttng 
miin whom he truslcd had wanted to client him. 
Mbipe’ ihcn discovered that i t  is ;I good thing li>r people to be 
He told his father to start attending adult 
His father agreed and started the classes. After four 
able to read and write. 
literacy classes. 
months, he was able to read and write from then on, no body could read 
; i n t i  wri lc !'or l i i i i i  I~ccatisc lie wiis iiIIoatly iiblc 10  read ;inti wriio. lle 
bcciiiiic Im)d 01' Iiiniscll' :ind advised o ~ l i c r  i)coplc, yc~i i ig  iintl  old IO 
Iciiiii Iiow ((1  Iciid a i i t l  wiiio.  
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